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graph ; and whilst they slide against the pins e f, the 
pencil b will draw a portion of the circle b k between 
the pins: in this instance the portion will be 120°, yet the 
blade a will have traversed only 60°, for it will constantly 
point to the opposite diameter k of that circle, conse- 

quently k will be the vanishing point, to which all lines 
will tend that are drawn by the blade a . 

When the angle b comes to the pin f as shewn by 
dotted lines, the end c will be at g, where a pin is to be 
put in exactly as far from f zsf is from e ; then the pencil 
at b will describe another portion 120° of a second circle, 
whose opposite diameter will still be at k , and the blade a 
will traverse another 60°, still pointing to k ; when the 
angle b has come to g, another pin h may be put in, and 
so on at i and j, when the pencil at b will describe the six 
segments whose opposite diameters will all be at k, and to 
which the blade a will always point. 

No. III. 

COLUMNS OF MALACHITE. 

The Thanks of the Society were voted to the Count 
Hawks le Grice, of Rome , for a communication 
on various subjects of Fine Art ; from which the fol- 
lowing Extract has been ordered to be published. 

Palazzo Puliani , 4th June , 1831. 
I have been favoured with the sight of two Corinthian 
fluted columns eight feet in height, with the capital and 
base made of malachite. This unique work of art was 
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executed by Sig. Francesco Libitio, a Roman, for M. 
Demidoff, who furnished the material from one of his 
rich copper mines in Siberia. This precious substance is 
seldom found in large compact masses, or free from other 
ores of copper, carbonate of lead, calcareous spar, brown 

spar, or quartz. The largest specimen ever found weighs 
120 lbs., and is in the museum of St. Petersburgh. 

It is not my province to enter into an analysis of its 

component parts, or to describe its crystalline form, but 
to give you a concise, yet, I trust, a clear account of the 
manner in which these extraordinary columns are formed. 
The artist selected such pieces of malachite as exhibited 
a fine surface and variety of shades of colour, and their 
numberless fragments were matched in such a way as 
to correspond with each other, and were then united by 
means of a strong mastic cement (such as is used by 
workers in mosaic) round a column of travertin, which 

being a stone of a spongy nature, allows the cement 

closely to adhere to it. 
The work is so exquisitely performed that the joints 

can with difficulty be distinguished even on close inspec- 
tion ; and so well do the crystalline and divergent waves 
of the material mass together, that the column seems 
formed of an entire block of malachite. What is still 
more surprising is, that both columns appear to have been 
made out of the same piece, so well do the shades of one 

agree with those of the other: they are highly polished. 
The rich Corinthian capitals are exquisitely wrought, and 

every acanthus leaf is composed of some hundreds of 

fragments, yet the whole appears one solid piece. It will 

bear a blow and considerable pressure without suffering 
any injury. The mastic is not softened by a heat less 

than 140° Fah., and therefore it is not likely that the 
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fragments should be detached by the natural heat of any 
climate, or by sudden change of weather, or even by 
exposure in a room warmed by a stove. 

On this work eighteen men were employed incessantly 
for the space of a year and nine months, and the cost for 
labour alone amounted to 8000 Roman crowns. 

Note. Malachite is a carbonate of copper, of an emerald and whitish, 
green colour, occurring generally in stalactitic and mamillary masses, the 
cross section of which exhibits very minute divergent capillary fibres of a 
silky lustre, arranged in eyes or concentric zones. The most ornamental 
pieces are used as ear-drops, necklaces, and for inlaying. 
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